Can We Really Be at Home in the World?—
THE ARCHITECTURE & LIFE OF FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT

Why do the designs of America’s greatest architect still move people 55 years after his last building was completed, and what can we learn from them about ourselves? In this free illustrated talk, architects Anthony Romeo and Dale Laurin tell what they have seen studying this great principle by poet and critic Eli Siegel, founder of the education Aesthetic Realism:

“All beauty is a making one of opposites, and the making one of opposites is what we are going after in ourselves.”

Anthony Romeo, RA, Aesthetic Realism Associate, is Project Executive for Design/Build it Back Program at NYC Dept. of Design + Construction (DDC). Dale Laurin, RA, Aesthetic Realism Consultant, Team Leader at DDC (ret). Both have taught architectural history at City University of New York (CUNY) College of Technology & have given architecture talks at many public libraries in the NYC area, the Italian Cultural Institute (NJ), Athens International Conference on Architecture and Urbanism, & the not-for-profit Aesthetic Realism Foundation in New York City.